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1

Introduction

Electric Vehicles (EVs) are increasingly being considered as a viable alternative to
conventional vehicles with internal combustion engines to reduce the consumption of
non-renewable energy resources and emissions of greenhouse gases. For example, by the
end of 2010, Nissan introduced the first large-scale produced EV, the LEAF, in Japan,
the USA and Europe (www.nissan-zeroemission.com, 2010). The fact that EVs have
existed for decades (albeit in a limited capacity) and that mass-production of such
vehicles are emerging as of late only underscores the limited design experience
in this domain. Such disparity of sufficient EV design knowledge makes the use
of simulation-based design software attractive. These tools enable the exploration of
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preliminary system design and the proper integration of Powertrain (PT) components
to meet overall vehicle design targets effectively. Consequently, formal optimisation
strategies that utilise system decomposition are appropriate for addressing such a
multidisciplinary, multilevel design problem.
Analytical Target Cascading (ATC) addresses this design problem through a rigorous
hierarchical decomposition process (Kim 2001; Kim et al., 2003). An EV PT may be
decomposed into a top-level subproblem where the battery and belt drives are designed
and motor performance curves are selected to maximise fuel efficiency while satisfying
performance and battery packaging constraints, and a bottom level subproblem where
electric traction motors are designed to meet the desired performance curves set at the top
of the hierarchy. It is evident from this decomposition that the motor performance curves
are functional data that couple the subproblems and that at the top level these functional
data are treated as decision variables. The motor performance curves are typically
represented through discretisation in the top-level subproblem to facilitate
curve-matching with those generated from the bottom level subproblem:
z = f ( y ) ≈ F ([ z1 , z2 ,

, zq ]T ,[ y1 , y2 ,

, yq ]T , y ).

(1)

In the above, y is the independent variable, z is the dependent variable, q is the number of
discretised points and F is an interpolation function, such as a lookup table. The motor
performance curves can be thought of as q-dimensional vectors, since equation (1)
implies zi = f(yi), where f is a simulation. Because these vectors are used in a
decomposition-based optimisation strategy, they are termed Vector-Valued Coupling
Variables (VVCVs) (Alexander, 2011; Alexander et al., 2011). Such a representation can
dramatically impede or eliminate the possibility of convergence of ATC as it usually
requires a large number of discretised points (and hence decision variables) to represent
the functional data accurately. Reduced representation methods (Alexander, 2011;
Alexander et al., 2011) such as POD can reduce the dimensionality of the VVCVs to
facilitate optimisation convergence and maintain reasonable solution accuracy. However,
the extent to which these methods are effective in decomposition-based problems is
dependent on their interaction with the optimisation strategy.
This paper investigates the impact of a tuning parameter within POD on solution
accuracy and optimisation efficiency in the context of EV PT design. In particular, we
examine the impact of a tuning parameter within POD on design solution accuracy and
optimisation efficiency. Section 2 provides background on the notion of reduced
representation in decomposition-based design optimisation; Section 3 explains POD and
presents the results from its implementation; Section 4 describes the EV PT model;
Section 5 briefly discusses ATC and presents both general and problem-specific
formulations; Section 6 highlights results for the EV PT optimisation and Section 7
provides the conclusions.

2

Background

Reduced representations are broadly defined as methods that decrease the dimension of
VVCVs while maintaining sufficient accuracy (Alexander, 2011; Alexander et al., 2011).
These techniques include low-dimension metamodels (Kokkolaras et al., 2004),
coefficients of general basis functions (Meade and Kokkolaras, 1997) and coefficients of
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orthogonal basis functions (Sobieski and Kroo, 1996; LeGresley and Alonso, 2004).
In general, it was found that low-dimension metamodelling approaches are
not useful because they violate the necessary condition of additive-separability in
decomposition-based optimisation strategies (Alexander et al., 2011). Curve-fitting
approaches, which include coefficients of any basis function, are more appropriate as
they typically satisfy additive-separability. Among these latter approaches, POD is
attractive as it uses data samples to generate a functional form without prior user
assumptions, makes limited assumptions regarding the number of fitting parameters and
requires a relatively small number of fitting parameters for the VVCV approximations
(Alexander et al., 2011).
Despite these advantages, it was also observed that it was necessary to further explore
the effect of the Cumulative Percentage Variation (CPV) on the resulting performance of
the ATC optimisation strategy. The CPV is a tuning parameter within POD that controls
both the amount of information captured by the approximation as well as the number of
POD coefficients necessary for the reduced representation. It is well known that as the
CPV is reduced, less information (or accuracy) is required for the approximation and
hence fewer POD coefficients are needed for the model. However, it is uncertain how
these adjustments affect a decomposition-based optimisation strategy like ATC. While it
is hypothesised that reducing the CPV would accelerate ATC convergence via fewer
decision variables, it is not clear whether this would provide an inaccurate or suboptimal
design solution given the fact that ATC would enforce some degree of accuracy on the
VVCVs via an updated, weighted penalty function. This paper, therefore, investigates
these issues by constructing POD reduced representations for three CPV values,
implementing them in ATC and observing their impact on the resulting optimal design
solutions.

3

Proper Orthogonal Decomposition

POD (Sirovich, 1987; Lucia et al., 2003), which is also known as Karhunen-Loeve
expansion (Karhunen, 1946; Loeve, 1945) and principal component analysis (Ahmed and
Goldstein, 1975), is a model reduction technique that is often used in engineering
applications to facilitate the analysis, design, and optimisation of systems with extremely
large data representations. For systems with discrete data representations, POD reduces
the original data representations according to
z ≈ Φ p zr + z

(2)

where z is the original data representation of dimension q, zr is the reduced data
representation of dimension p << q, and Φp is a matrix of the p most energetic basis
vectors ϕ used to construct the approximation of the original data representation. The
final term z̄ is the sample mean vector of dimension q and is used to centre the data for
the approximation. Note that in this study, z consists of functional data (the VVCVs),
and so the basis vectors can be conceptualised as basis functions. These are in turn scaled
by each element within zr, which are referred to as POD (or in this work, reduced
representations). The matrix Φ containing the full set of orthogonal basis functions is
constructed with m samples zi = [z1, z2, …, zq]T using either the direct method or the
method of snapshots (Sirovich, 1987).
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3.1 Development of approximation
The direct method is more efficient when q ≤ m (Sirovich, 1987) and begins by forming
the covariance matrix R:
R=

(Z − Z)(Z − Z)T
.
m

(3)

Here, Z is a (q × m) matrix containing all the samples of the original VVCV and Z̄ is a
(q × m) matrix of the sample mean vector repeated m times. Next, Φ is determined
through a (q × q) eigenvalue problem associated with the covariance matrix,
RΦ = ΦΛ

(4)

where Λ represents the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. It is assumed that the orthogonal
basis functions in Φ are arranged based on the magnitude of their associated eigenvalues:
T

Φ = φ1 φ 2

φ q  , λ1 > λ2 >

> λq .

(5)

Finally, the number of orthogonal basis functions in Φ is truncated to form Φp based on
the Cumulative Percentage Variation (CPV), which is a measure of the relative
importance of each orthogonal basis function in Φ (Sirovich, 1987):
q
 p

(6)
 ∑ λi ∑ λi  × 100 ≥ CPVgoal
i =1
 i =1

In the above, CPVgoal is set arbitrarily based on the desired amount of information to be
captured, which is usually 99% (Bui-Thanh et al., 2004; Toal et al., 2008).
The method of snapshots (Sirovich, 1987) is more efficient when q > m and begins by
forming the correlation matrix R:

R=

(Z − Z)T (Z − Z)
.
m

(7)

The next step is to solve the (m × m) eigenvalue problem associated with the correlation
matrix,
RV = VΛ

(8)

where V represents the matrix of eigenvectors. The orthogonal basis functions are then
determined from

(

Φ = ZVn , vn.ij = 1

)

mλii vij

(9)

where Φ is of dimension (q × m). This captures the essence of the method and states
that each orthogonal basis function is a linear combination of the m sample vectors
(Sirovich, 1987). Finally, Φp is determined according to the same procedures outlined in
equations (5) and (6) with q replaced by m.
In the current study, three POD representations were developed to approximate
VVCVs associated with maximum and minimum motor torque curves and power loss
maps:
z max ≈ Φ p ,max z r ,max + z max

(10)
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z min ≈ Φ p ,min z r ,min + zmin

(11)

z pLoss ≈ Φ p ,pLoss z r ,pLoss + zpLoss .

(12)

Each VVCV associated with the torque curves contained qmax = qmin = 41 values, whereas
the VVCV associated with the power loss map contained qpLoss = 3321 values. The
sample vectors in Zmax, Zmin and ZpLoss that were used to construct Φp,max, Φp,min and
Φp,pLoss, respectively, were generated through a Latin hypercube sample design of
experiments of m = 500 samples each. Because qmax = qmin << m, the direct method was
used to develop Φp,max and Φp,min, whereas the method of snapshots was used to develop
Φp,pLoss since qpLoss >> m. To understand the meaning of the data within Φ, a
representation of all basis functions for the maximum torque curve is shown in Figure 1.
Table 1 lists the number of POD coefficients (and hence reduced representation
variables) required for three distinct values of CPVgoal: 99.99%, 99.95% and 99.85%.
These values were selected partially based on the literature (Bui-Thanh et al., 2004) and
partially based on the development of a meaningful study that would demonstrate
significant differences in the number of POD coefficients for each case while satisfying
accuracy requirements per AVASIM (see Section 3.2) for an independent (non-sample),
randomly-generated set of motor maps. In each case, it is evident that the combined
dimensionality Q of the VVCVs was reduced from Q = qmax + qmin + qpLoss = 3403
to Q = pmax + pmin + ppLoss = 116, Q = 77 and Q = 58, respectively.
Figure 1

Table 1

Basis functions for maximum torque curve (see online version for colours)

Number of POD coefficients for distinct CPVgoal values
CPVgoal

POD coefficient vector

99.99%

99.95%

99.85%

zr,max

14

9

7

zr,min

13

9

7

zr,pLoss

89

59

44
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3.2 Accuracy assessment
The accuracy of the POD representations for each value of CPVgoal was quantified by
using an error metric known as AVASIM (Sendur et al., 2002), which characterises the
local and global errors between original functional data and their approximations through
l1-norms and residual sums. Using these measures, error indices are constructed such that
nonnegative values of the combined (or net) index denote valid approximations with
accuracy levels between 0 and 1, and negative values of the combined error index
generally denote invalid approximations. Validity is defined by curve approximations
that lie within some arbitrary threshold value; therefore, a value of 0 indicates that an
approximation is at the threshold and valid, whereas a value of 1 indicates that an
approximation is completely accurate. It should be noted that in this work, AVASIM was
extended to measure the accuracy of the power loss map, which is two-dimensional
functional data (Alexander and Papalambros, 2010). Additionally, as the global
behaviour of the approximations is much more important than the local behaviour (which
influences the combined error index) in this application, the most meaningful error
measure is the global index. AVASIM was applied with a 10% tolerance to assess the
accuracy of the torque curves and power loss maps produced by POD against optimal
torque curves and power loss maps produced by the corresponding all-in-one (AiO)
optimisation problem. Tables 2-4 and Figures 2-7 show the results of these calculations
and indicate that the most accurate POD representation for this study occurs at
CPVgoal = 99.99%
Table 2

AVASIM results for POD, CPVgoal = 99.99%

Index

Max-torque

Min-torque

Power loss

Elocal

0.951

0.979

0.686

Eglobal

0.976

0.979

0.932

Ecomb

0.964

0.979

0.809

Table 3

AVASIM results for POD, CPVgoal = 99.95%

Index

Max-torque

Min-torque

Power loss

Elocal

0.920

0.967

0.399

Eglobal

0.940

0.958

0.862

Ecomb

0.930

0.963

0.630

Table 4

AVASIM results for POD, CPVgoal = 99.85%

Index

Max-torque

Min-torque

Power loss

Elocal

0.772

0.934

0.039

Eglobal

0.899

0.928

0.830

Ecomb

0.836

0.931

0.435
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Figure 2

Torque curve comparison at CPVgoal = 99.99% (see online version for colours)

Figure 3

Power loss map relative error at CPVgoal = 99.99% (see online version for colours)

Figure 4

Torque curve comparison at CPVgoal = 99.95% (see online version for colours)
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Figure 5

Power loss map relative error at CPVgoal = 99.95% (see online version for colours)

Figure 6

Torque curve comparison at CPVgoal = 99.85% (see online version for colours)

Figure 7

Power loss map relative error at CPVgoal = 99.85% (see online version for colours)
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Electric vehicle powertrain model

The simulation-based EV PT model considered here was based on Allison (2008) and
developed in a MATLAB®/Simulink® environment. A general plan view of the vehicle
configuration can be seen in Figure 8. The model is for a two-passenger, mini-compact
vehicle designed primarily for urban driving with some highway speed capability. This
classification is evident by the vehicle’s overall dimensions, which includes a wheelbase
of L = 1.80 m and a track width of W = 1.27 m. The vehicle is powered by a lithium-ion
battery energy storage system, which can vary in length, width and longitudinal location
relative to the front end of the battery compartment such that it lies within the dashed
region defined by blmax = 1.05 m and width bwmax = 1.20 m. Two electric traction motors
drive the rear wheels through a synchronous belt drive system and are mounted at the
pivots on the rear suspension trailing arms to reduce the unsprung mass in the system.
A MacPherson strut configuration is used for the front suspension, and finally, low
rolling resistance P145/70R12 tyres are used to minimise energy consumption.
Figure 8

General plan view of electric vehicle

Source: Allison (2008)

Because this study explores the PT design exclusively, several modifications (Alexander,
2011) were made to the original analysis models within the simulation. The structural
analysis model, for example, was held constant and thus excluded from the subsequent
design problem. The original PT analysis model was decomposed into three separate
entities: an electric traction motor analysis model, a battery size analysis model
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and a vehicle-level analysis model. Any remaining input/output variables from the
original PT analysis model (e.g., suspension variables) that were unaccounted for during
decomposition were treated as parameters for a nominal vehicle design. Finally, a new
analysis model was developed to account for motor mass property changes during design
studies. The current analysis models are defined as:
 z max , z min , z pLoss , ωmax , J r  = f motor (l s , rm , nc , Rr )

(13)

 mm , I ym , I zm , ym  = f motorMass (l s , rm )

(14)

[bl ,

(15)

bw , mbatt ] = f battSize ( BI , BW , BL )

 ms , I y , I z , l1 , h, bw ,V , bl ,V  = fevMass ( xbatt , bl , bw , mbatt , mm , I ym , I zm , ym )

[ mpge ,

(16)

t60 , τ V , ωV , R, PV , Cb ] = fv ( BI , BW , BL , mbatt , ms , I y , l1 ,
h, pr , z max , z min , z pLoss , ωmax , J r ).

(17)

Here, the functions fmotor, fmotorMass, fbattSize, fevMass and fv correspond to the electric traction
motor, motor mass, battery size, EV mass and vehicle-level analysis models, respectively.
The input/output variables for fmotor include the stack length ls, the rotor radius rm, the
number of turns per stator coil nc, the rotor resistance Rr, the VVCVs representing
the maximum torque curve zmax, minimum torque curve zmin power loss map zpLoss,
maximum motor speed ωmax and rotor moment of inertia Jr. The input variables
to fmotorMass are shared with fmotor, while the output variables include the motor mass mm,
the motor pitch inertia Iym, the motor yaw inertia Izm and the lateral centre of mass
location of the motor ym. Note that fmotorMass could be combined with fmotor; however,
it is also desired to keep the model parameters of fmotor independent of the vehicle
configuration, and so fmotorMass is made distinct from fmotor since ym is vehicle-dependent.
The input/output variables for fbattSize are the battery electrode insertion scale BI, the
battery cell width scale BW, the number of cell windings BL, the battery length bl, the
battery width bw and the battery mass mbatt. With the exception of the battery
compartment clearance xbatt, all of the input variables to fevMass are coupled with the
output variables of fbattSize and fmotorMass. The output variables from fevMass are the sprung
mass ms, the sprung mass pitch inertia Iy, the sprung mass yaw inertia Iz, the longitudinal
centre of mass location of the sprung mass l1, the vertical centre of mass location of the
sprung mass h and the battery width and length packaging constraint violations bw,V and
bl,V, respectively. Similarly, all of the input variables to fv are either shared with fbattSize or
coupled with fmotor, fbattSize and fevMass with the exception of the belt drive ratio pr. The
output variables from fv include the gasoline-equivalent fuel economy mpge, the
0-60 mph time t60, the motor torque and speed constraint violations τV and ωV, the vehicle
range R, the battery power constraint violation PV and the battery capacity Cb, which
indirectly constrains battery cost. Figure 9 illustrates the relationships among the analysis
models. Note that the dashed boxes in the figure indicate the problem decomposition for
design optimisation.

Decomposition-based design optimisation of electric vehicle powertrains
Figure 9
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Analysis model relationships and problem decomposition

Analytical target cascading

ATC (Kim, 2001; Kim et al., 2003) is a decomposition-based multi level design
optimisation strategy applied to large-scale systems. It uses a hierarchical structure to
enable design targets set or determined at upper levels to be cascaded down to lower
levels. This technique then works to minimise deviations between design targets and
subsystem responses to achieve an optimal and consistent overall system design solution.

5.1 Description and general problem formulation
The system is first decomposed into subproblems hierarchically. In this configuration,
the top level is the system level and the lower levels are the subsystem levels.
A subproblem linked above (below) any given element of interest is known as a parent
(child). The general ATC subproblem Pij for the ith level and the jth element is defined as
(Tosserams et al., 2006):
min f ij ( xij ) + π (c( x11 ,
xij

, x NM ))

subject to g ij ( xij ) ≤ 0, h ij ( xij ) = 0
where

xij = [ xij , rij , t ( i +1) k1 , …, t ( i +1) kcij ], c = [c 22 ,

(18)
, c NM ].

In the above, xij is the vector of local design variables, tij is the vector of target linking
variables passed from the element’s parent at level (i – 1), rij is the vector of response
linking variables passed to the element’s parent at level (i – 1), cij = tij – rij is the vector of
consistency constraints between target and response linking variables, fij is the local
objective function, π is the penalty function, gij is the vector of inequality constraints,
hij is the vector of equality constraints, N is the number of levels and M is the total
number of elements. In general, the linking variables in tij and rij consist of both coupling
and shared variables, but in this study, only coupling variables are considered. Observe
that the consistency constraints defined by these variables are inserted into some penalty
function π(c) that minimises deviations between the target and response linking variables
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as indicated in equation (18). The coordination strategy used here requires ||c(Κ) – c(Κ−1)||∞
to be within some small tolerance before the algorithm is terminated, where Κ denotes
the iteration number.
For this study, an Augmented-Lagrangian (AL) penalty function was chosen, which
resulted in the following general ATC-AL subproblem formulation for the ith level and
jth element (Tosserams et al., 2006):
min f ij ( xij ) − vTij rij +
xij

∑v

k ∈Cij

+ ∑ w ij (t (i +1) k − r(i +1) k )
k ∈Cij

T
( i +1) k ( i +1) k

t

+ w ij (t ij − rij )

2
2

2

(19)

2

subject to g ij ( xij ) ≤ 0, h ij ( xij ) = 0
where

xij = [ xij , rij , t ( i +1) k1 ,

, t ( i +1) kc ].
ij

Here, the vectors v and w are weights corresponding to the linear and quadratic terms
in the AL penalty function, respectively. These decomposed problems are solved in an
inner loop strategy where the weights remain constant. After inner loop convergence,
termination conditions are evaluated in the outer loop, and if another inner loop execution
is required, the penalty weights are updated according to the following scheme:
v ( K +1) = v ( K ) + 2w ( K ) w ( K ) c( K )
w ( K +1) = β w ( K ) , where β ≥ 1.

(20)

The information flow for the general ATC-AL subproblem is illustrated in Figure 10.
Figure 10 ATC information flow

Source: Tosserams et al. (2006)

5.2 Problem-specific formulation
The problem formulation for the EV PT system consists of a two-level hierarchical
decomposition based on equation (19). The vehicle system and the motor subsystem
illustrated in Figure 9 are the top-level and bottom-level subproblems, respectively.
In this study, the vehicle system objective is to maximise gasoline-equivalent fuel
economy while minimising the AL penalty function, whereas the motor subsystem
objective is to minimise the AL penalty function exclusively. Although both subproblems
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are subject to decision variable bound constraints, only the top-level contains additional
constraints based on battery packaging, performance, motor feasibility, power availability
and battery capacity.
Applying equation (19) directly, the vehicle subproblem P11, excluding decision
variable bound constraints, is stated as:
min − mpg e ( x11 ) + vT22 (t 22 − r22 ) + w 22 (t 22 − r22 )
x11

2
2

subject to
g11,1 = bw,V ( x11 )

≤ 0 g11,5 = ωV ( x11 ) ≤ 0

g11,2 = bl,V ( x11 )

≤ 0 g11,6 = Rmin − R ( x11 ) ≤ 0

g11,3 = t60 ( x11 ) − t60max ≤ 0 g11,7 = PV ( x11 ) ≤ 0
g11,4 = τ V ( x11 )

≤ 0 g11,8 = Cb ( x11 ) − Cbmax ( x11 ) ≤ 0

(21)

where
T
T
T
x11 = [ BI , BW , BL , xbatt , pr , zTr ,comb , ωmax
, mmT , J rT , I ym
, I zm
, ymT ],
T
T
T
t 22 = [z Tcomb , ωmax
, mmT , J rT , I ym
, I zm
, ymT ], zTcomb = f (zTr ,comb ),
R
R
R
R
r22 = [z comb
, ωmax
, mmR , J rR , I ym
, I zm
, ymR ].

In the above, g11,1 and g11,2 are battery packaging constraints, g11,3 is a performance (0-60
mph time) constraint, g11,4 and g11,5 are motor feasibility constraints, g11,6 is a vehicle
range constraint, g11,7 is a power availability constraint and g11,8 is a battery capacity
constraint. The vectors zcomb = [zmax, zmin, zpLoss] and zr,comb = [zr,max, zr,min, zr,pLoss] refer to
the combined vector of original VVCVs and the combined vector of reduced
representation variables, respectively. Additionally, the vectors t22 and r22 include six
scalar-valued coupling variables: ωmax, mm, Jr, Iym, Izm and ym. Finally, the superscripts T
and R denote target and response versions of the same coupling variable, respectively.
Similarly, the motor subproblem P22, excluding decision variable bound constraints,
is stated as:
min vT22 (t 22 − r22 ) + w 22 (t 22 − r22 )
x22

2
2

T
T
where x22 = [l s , rm , nc , Rr ], t 22 = [zTcomb , ωmax
, mmT , J rT , I Tym , I zm
, ymT ],

r22 = [z

6

R
comb

,ω

R
max

R
m

R
r

R
ym

R
zm

(22)

R
m

, m , J , I , I , y ] = f ( x22 ).

EV PT optimisation

The ATC problem formulation for the EV PT, shown in equations (21) and (22), was
solved using POD coefficients as reduced representation variables in the P11 subproblem.
Prior work by Alexander et al. (2010) indicated that the assumption that only bound
constraints were necessary for the POD coefficients was incorrect; instead, the model
validity region (and hence decision space) defined by these variables is highly nonlinear.
Therefore, using simple bound constraints can lead to simulation failures at design points
selected outside the model validity region. Although recent work (Alexander, 2011) has
resolved this issue, it was decided for the sake of simplicity that a penalty value-based
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heuristic would be used to help keep the optimiser within the model validity region. This
was accomplished through a MATLAB® ‘try-catch’ statement. The derivative-free
optimisation algorithm NOMADm (Abramson, 2007) was used. It is based on
mesh-adaptive search algorithms and was developed and implemented in MATLAB®
environment. In the P11 subproblem, the default settings were adjusted to permit a Latin
hypercube search with only 1.000 function evaluations. This was necessary to alleviate
computational issues associated with memory availability. However, in the P22
subproblem, the default settings were appropriate. Finally, the weight update parameter
was set to β = 2.75, the initial weight vectors were set to v = 0 and w = 1, and the
tolerance on ||c(Κ) – c(Κ−1)||∞ for outer loop convergence was set to 10–2. All computational
work was performed on a 3 GHz, 4 MB RAM, Intel® CoreTM 2 Duo CPU.

6.1 ATC-AL-POD at CPVgoal = 99.99%
In Tables 5–7, the ATC optimisation results using the POD representations at
CPVgoal = 99.99% are shown. The algorithm converged after 12 ATC iterations with a
runtime of approximately 10.72 h and resulted in a system solution that was reasonably
consistent between both subproblems. The only active constraints were the upper bound
on ωmaxT, the performance constraint g11,3 and the battery capacity constraint g11,8 in the
P11 subproblem; these were limited to ωmaxT = 755 rad/s, t60max = 10 s and Cbmax = 200 Ah,
respectively. Note that the battery capacity limit is meaningful as it is used indirectly to
avoid excessive battery cost. The optimal values of the POD coefficients are not listed
here as they are too numerous and not physically meaningful; however, the optimal motor
map computed by these reduced representation variables is shown in Figure 11. Finally,
the total mass of the vehicle was 1111 kg, with approximately 14.3% (158 kg) of the
mass associated with the battery. Under these design conditions, the EV is expected to
have a gasoline-equivalent fuel economy of mpge = 184 mpg and a range of R = 134
miles.
Figure 11 Optimal motor map, CPVgoal = 99.99% (see online version for colours)
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Optimal decision vector for P11 subproblem, CPVgoal = 99.99%

Table 5
BI

BW

BL

xbatt

pr

ωmaxT

mmT

J rT

IymT

IzmT

ymT

0.74

1.43

19.75

0.25

3.13

755

40.39

0.28

1.12

1.20

0.39

Table 6

Optimal decision vector for P22 subproblem, CPVgoal = 99.99%
rm

nc

Rr

0.123

17.62

0.053

ls
0.098
Table 7

Optimal consistency constraint vector/weights, CPVgoal = 99.99%

Consistency constraint

copt

vopt

wopt

cz,max

0.45

6.37 × 108

6.80 × 104

cz,min

0.41

5.82 × 108

6.80 × 104

cz,pLoss

0.73

1.01 × 109

6.80 × 104

cωmax

0

0

6.80 × 104

cmm

–0.46

–6.53 × 10

6.80 × 104

cJr

0

1.51 × 106

6.80 × 104

cIym

0

5.93 × 106

6.80 × 104

cIzm

–0.02

–3.21 × 107

6.80 × 104

cym

8

6

0

6.80 × 104

3.67 × 10

6.2 ATC-AL-POD at CPVgoal = 99.95%
Similarly, in Tables 8-10, the ATC optimisation results using the POD representations at
CPVgoal = 99.95% are shown. The algorithm converged after 18 ATC iterations with a
runtime of approximately 16.81 h and resulted in a system solution that was reasonably
consistent between both subproblems. Again, the only active constraints were the
T
upper bound on ωmax
, the performance constraint g11,3 and the battery capacity constraint
T
g11,8 in the P11 subproblem; these were limited to ωmax
= 755 rad/s, t60max = 10 s and
Cbmax = 200 Ah, respectively. The optimal motor map computed by the POD coefficients
is shown in Figure 12. Finally, the total mass of the vehicle was 1111 kg, with
approximately 14.3% (158 kg) of the mass associated with the battery. Under these
design conditions, the EV is expected to have a gasoline-equivalent fuel economy of
mpge = 180 mpg and a range of R = 132 miles.
Table 8
BI
0.74

Optimal decision vector for P11 subproblem, CPVgoal = 99.95%
BW
1.43

BL
19.75

xbatt

pr

0.05

3.13

T
ωmax

mmT

J rT

IymT

IzmT

ymT

755

40.39

0.28

1.12

1.20

0.39
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ls
0.104
Table 10
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Optimal decision vector for P22 subproblem, CPVgoal = 99.95%
rm

nc

Rr

0.121

17.08

0.057

Optimal consistency constraint vector/weights, CPVgoal = 99.95%

Consistency constraint

copt

vopt

wopt
14

2.94 × 107

cz,max

0.76

3.09 × 10

cz,min

0.74

3.17 × 1014

2.94 × 107

cz,pLoss

1.59

14

2.94 × 107

cω,max

0

cmm

–1.42

cJr

0

4.49 × 10

2.94 × 107

0
14

–2.95 × 10

2.94 × 107

1.35 × 1012

2.94 × 107

12

2.94 × 107

cIym

0.01

5.37 × 10

cIzm

–0.07

–1.54 × 1013

cym

0.01

1.92 × 10

12

2.94 × 107
2.94 × 107

Figure 12 Optimal motor map, CPVgoal = 99.95% (see online version for colours)

6.3 ATC-AL-POD at CPVgoal = 99.85%
Finally, in Tables 11-13, the ATC optimisation results using the POD representations at
CPVgoal = 99.85% are shown. The algorithm converged after 66 ATC iterations with a
runtime of approximately 59.41 h and resulted in a system solution that was reasonably
consistent between both subproblems. Once again, the only active constraints were the
T
upper bound on ωmax
, the performance constraint g11,3 and the battery capacity constraint
T
= 755 rad/s, t60max = 10 s and
g11,8 in the P11 subproblem; these were limited to ωmax
Cbmax = 200 Ah, respectively. The optimal motor map computed by the POD coefficients
is shown in Figure 13. Finally, the total mass of the vehicle was 1124 kg, with
approximately 14.1% (158 kg) of the mass associated with the battery. Under these
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design conditions, the EV is expected to have a gasoline-equivalent fuel economy of
mpge = 181 mpg and a range of R = 132 miles.
Figure 13 Optimal motor map, CPVgoal = 99.85% (see online version for colours)

Table 11
BI
0.74
Table 12

Optimal decision vector for P11 subproblem, CPVgoal = 99.85%
BW

BL

xbatt

pr

T
ωmax

mmT

J rT

IymT

IzmT

ymT

1.43

19.75

0.25

3.13

755

46.79

0.28

1.12

1.20

0.39

Optimal decision vector for P22 subproblem, CPVgoal = 99.85%

ls
0.121
Table 13

nc

Rr

0.116

15.67

0.095

Optimal consistency constraint vector/weights, CPVgoal = 99.85%

Consistency constraint
cz,max

rm

copt
1.11

vopt

wopt

4.42 × 10

56

3.60 × 1028

56

3.60 × 1028

cz,min

0.95

3.85 × 10

cz,pLoss

1.59

2.50 × 1056

3.60 × 1028

cω,max

0

0

3.60 × 1028

1.91

7.55 × 1056

3.60 × 1028

cJr

0.01

2.34 × 10

54

3.60 × 1028

cIym

0.02

9.34 × 1054

3.60 × 1028

cmm

55

cIzm

–0.05

–1.84 × 10

3.60 × 1028

cym

0.03

9.89 × 1054

3.60 × 1028
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6.4 Summary of results
The comparison of ATC solutions on the basis of accuracy was facilitated by solving
the corresponding AiO problem formulation, and its optimal design vector
x∗ = [ BI , BW , BL , xbatt , pr , l s , rm , nc , Rr ] was used to determine the error of each
ATC solution using a normalised Euclidean norm. In particular, it is seen that the errors
were 0.113, 0.131 and 0.180 for CPVgoal = 99.99%, CPVgoal = 99.95% and
CPVgoal = 99.85%, respectively. Hence, it can be seen that the loss of accuracy in the
ATC design solutions is linked to the loss of accuracy in the POD representations as
indicated by the AVASIM results.
An interesting outcome from this study is that a reduction in CPVgoal does not
necessarily accelerate ATC convergence; instead, the optimisation strategy may become
more inefficient. This is clearly observed through the ATC runtimes, which were 10.72 h,
16.81 h and 59.41 h for CPVgoal = 99.99%, CPVgoal = 99.95% and CPVgoal = 99.85%,
respectively. However, the average ATC convergence rate for each case, which is the
total number of ATC iterations divided by the runtime, suggests that the longer runtimes
for lower CPV values were caused by an increase in the number of ATC iterations.
In particular, the average ATC convergence rates were 1.12 iterations/hr, 1.07
iterations/hr and 1.11 iterations/hr for CPVgoal = 99.99%, CPVgoal = 99.95% and
CPVgoal = 99.85%, respectively. Since these convergence rates were relatively constant
for each case (within 5% of each other at worst), it can be reasonably concluded that the
cause of the longer runtimes was in fact the increased number of ATC iterations.
Recall that the number of ATC iterations is driven by ||c(Κ) – c(Κ−1)||∞, which must be
less than 10–2 for outer loop convergence in these studies. Closer inspection of the
consistency values and associated penalty weights in Tables 7, 10 and 13 reveals that the
outer loop convergence (and hence the number of ATC iterations) was ultimately dictated
by the consistency of zmax, zmin, zpLoss and mm. These variables had the largest consistency
values and weights in terms of magnitude for each case. In addition, note that the
consistency values for these variables were in the order of at least 10–1, which implies
that the reductions in these values during an ATC iteration could have been as large as
10–1. Such behaviour would inhibit outer loop convergence and hence require more ATC
iterations. However, this behaviour alone does not explain the counterintuitive results
with respect to optimisation efficiency when using lower fidelity POD representations.
This, instead, can be traced back to the available degrees of freedom for achieving
consistency of zmax, zmin, zpLoss and mm in both subproblems as well as the relationship
among the local design variables that compute them in the motor subproblem. In the P11
subproblem, zmax, zmin and zpLoss are functions of the decision variables zr,max, zr,min and
zr,pLoss, whereas mm is treated as an independent decision variable. However, in the P22
subproblem, zmax, zmin and zpLoss are functions of the local design variables ls, rm, nc and
Rr, whereas mm is a function of the local design variables ls and rm. This means that there
are (pmax + pmin + ppLoss + 4) degrees of freedom to achieve consistency for the motor map
([zmax, zmin, zpLoss]) and 3 degrees of freedom to achieve consistency for the motor mass.
Using this information, it becomes clear why the lower fidelity POD representations
required more ATC iterations: these approximations had fewer degrees of freedom to
match the high-fidelity motor maps generated by the P22 subproblem, and the optimiser
had to balance the requirements for achieving consistency for both the motor map and
motor mass. Specifically, as the number of reduced representation variables decreased in
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the P11 subproblem, the sensitivity of the motor map and motor mass consistencies
increased with respect to ls and rm in the P22 subproblem. This led to large, frequent
fluctuations in ||c(Κ) – c(Κ−1)||∞ and thus resulted in more ATC iterations and longer
runtimes.

7

Conclusions

On the basis of the accuracy of the ATC solutions and their corresponding runtimes, it
can be concluded that the best POD representation within ATC for this study is
associated with CPVgoal = 99.99%. This case had both the highest accuracy and the fastest
runtime. From a broader perspective, it can be reasonably concluded that high-fidelity
POD representations are generally more appropriate for reduced representation of
VVCVs in ATC. This is because low-fidelity POD representations will usually lead to
less accurate design solutions and will frequently lead to longer runtimes via more outer
loop iterations. The exceptions to this might be for design problems in which there is less
interaction among the VVCVs and other coupling variables, or for design problems in
which extremely low-fidelity POD representations (CPVgoal << 99%) are used. For
example, in the former case, if the motor mass would have been eliminated as a coupling
variable, then perhaps the runtimes for the low-fidelity POD representations would
have been nearly the same or even slightly faster than the high-fidelity POD
representation. In the latter case, using extremely low-fidelity POD representations might
decrease the runtime directly through significantly faster approximations per ATC
iteration. However, in both cases, the design solution accuracy would still be
compromised, and one would have to assess whether this would be worth any additional
computational savings. Hence, in the future, this work can be made more comprehensive
by experimenting with these design scenarios and examining other optimisation metrics,
like the problem condition, as a function of CPVgoal.
Most importantly, from a design perspective, it is evident that implementing a formal,
multilevel optimisation strategy can facilitate EV PT design. The optimal solution
suggests a design that provides excellent fuel economy (184 mpg) and reasonable
performance (10 s) and range (134 miles) for the application at hand; indeed, such
performance and range capabilities far exceed the daily requirements for an urban,
commuter-type vehicle. Nevertheless, it is still desirable to design EVs that possess
performance and range characteristics similar to what is expected for conventional
vehicles. Currently, no mass-produced EV has achieved these goals. This study can be
enhanced, therefore, by exploring key items such as tradeoffs between extended
range/improved performance and battery cost through an explicit cost model. It is
believed that such investigation, in conjunction with improved PT modelling capabilities
and formal optimisation strategies, will enable engineers to quickly and efficiently
develop high-quality vehicle designs that are competitive in the emerging EV market.
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